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Participants list 
Helmut Dres 
David Meredith  
Torsten Antoni  
Daniele Cesini  
Iván Díaz Álvarez  
Alvaro Simon  
John Gordon  
Cyril L'Orphelin  
John Casson,  
Emir Imamagic  
Tiziana Ferrari  
Peter Solagna 
Marian Babik 

 

Action Review 
 
skipped 

Milestone & Deliverable 
 
https://wiki.egi.eu/wiki/JRA1_Milestones#Second_Year_Milestones 
 
 



PM22: MS708 - Operational Tools Roadmap - (Incorporates accounting 
[MS709] and CIC portal plans [MS708])(KIT) 
 
https://documents.egi.eu/secure/ShowDocument?docid=962 
PMB review 
 
PM23: D7.2 - Annual Report on Operational Tool maintenance and 
development activity (INFN/IGI) 
 
internal review (https://documents.egi.eu/document/1063) 
please provide feedback 

 

TJRA1.4 status 
 
Hannover activity - a lot of effort reported – need to investigate 
their output 

 

Next releases status 
 
Working on next release for all the tools : 
 
SAM: Update-17 should finish this week (2 tickets remaining 
today). then pps for 2 to 4 weeks then SR after mid May 
pps need for SAM: change the mechanism which defines which items 
should be processed  - affects a/r - messages and everything else 
stay the same - no other tools should be involved 
 
GOCDB: gocdb v4.3 released.  
next release will contain multiple endpoint per service, rendering  
failover in place - Fraunhofer need to be updated - they plan to 
update shortly 
 
https://goc.itwm.fraunhofer.de/portal/ 
 
 
GGUS: released 25th Apr – release OK 
Tiziana - ggus should discuss the change of the old endpoint of 
wlcg - discuss with emir (action on GGUS) 
ggus next release end of may 
 
 
OPS Portal: yesterday release ok 
next one end of June: start working on it 
pilot activity for a/r reports – we will use the top bdii vsites - 
will work in June 
new roles fixed also in the regional dashboard 
 
CESGA Portals:  



metrics – next release end of august 
acc portal: next release 4th of may: complete review of view layer 
- more than topq0 users - new graphics, plots are bigger now - fix 
for TJRA1.3 code is now easier to maintain 
discussion on requirements for interNGI usage reports – probably 
available in next October release, in the meanwhile we can 
implement in development as prototype 
 
 

GOCDB new roles, VSites and multiple endpoints  
 
Status after the release 
 
 
https://wiki.egi.eu/wiki/GOCDB/Release4/Development/VSites 
 
 
https://wiki.egi.eu/wiki/GOCDB/Release4/Development/NewRoles 
 

https://wiki.egi.eu/wiki/GOCDB/Release4/Development/MultipleGRIS 
(integration in SAM) 
 
Contained in requirement: 
https://rt.egi.eu/rt/Ticket/Display.html?id=3347 
Marian Babik @David: can you confirm that this applies in general 
for any services ? Since 
https://rt.egi.eu/rt/Ticket/Display.html?id=3347 suggests this is 
only for information system endpoints. 
David Meredith:, yes, multiple endpoints per service would apply 
to all service types – of course we need to have a new list of 
InterfaceName values used to distinguish between those endpoint 
URLs  
Marian Babik: So while discussing this with Pedro, we assumed this 
is only for IS. Let me re-discuss, but I'm afraid this won't be 
easy for SAM since we use (service_type, service_endpoint) to 
match (service_type, test) throughout the system. We assume tests 
are written for particular service_type (not endpoint 
type/interface_type). 
david meredith I see, so you would need to determine your test 
based on service_type & intefaceName = test 
Marian Babik: yes, exactly 

 
complete discussion offline with Marian – action on Marian to 
evaluate effort and analyze the use case 
  
Marian: SAM don’t plan to use this information 
 



Action on Daniele to  understand at OTAG if  this is needed for 
ARC CEs and discuss again multiple endpoint at the next jra1 

 

Monitoring FedCloud Scenario2 Capabilities 
 
https://wiki.egi.eu/wiki/Fedcloud-
tf:Blueprint:Capabilities:Monitoring 
 
 

Initial discussion on how to set up a probe for monitoring 
capabilities of scenario2 
Decided a dedicated meeting on the 11th with Alvaro and Emir 
Action on Daniele to organize it 
 

AOB 
 
Next Meeting: tentatively 10th of may 
 
 
Tiziana: EMI 2 Nagios probes will be available for sl5, but just a 
minor subset will be available for sl6. Can we discuss the impact 
of the EMI 2 nagios probe release on JRA1 activities? 
 
Tiziana: I submitted several requirements for bug fixing in the 
accounting portal. Any news about developments? If this has 
already been covered in other meetings, I'm happy to look at 
available slides. 
 
Ivan: Some are covered, some need development – discussion will 
continue on the rt tickets 
 
Tiziana:  now that virtual sites has been released, it would be 
nice to test it. Maybe this could be tested by UK, as they are the 
larger NGI that reported not to be able to use a "standard" GOCDB 
site for their NGI core services. 
 

Tiziana; ENVRI  is  interested in data accounting - explointing 
egi-jra1 with eudat - collaboration with them 
meeting of envri project 
John G.: first thing is usecases,  
Tiziana: get in contact with hannover collegues, other thing is 
irods 
meeting in vienna last week: use cases discussed 
collaboration with eudat: meeting in may: need to be scheduled 
 
 
Tiziana: EMI 2 Nagios probes will be available for sl5, but just a 



minor subset will be available for sl6. Can we discuss the impact 
of the EMI 2 nagios probe release on JRA1 activities? 

 
SAM: we don't have sl6 packages for the libraries - emi is using 
from sam those that connect probes to messaging and basic stuff 
 
sam will not work for sl6 in the short term - next 6 months 
ggus ticket  
need to discuss how we move away from glite 
 
Daniele & SAM: need to organize dedicated meeting organize 
meetings with EMI and also with who is deploying vo sam 
installations for the otag 
 
 

Actions opened: 
 
 
Daniele & SAM: need to organize dedicated meeting organize 
meetings with EMI and also with who is deploying vo sam 
installations for the otag 
 

Decided a dedicated meeting on the 11th with Alvaro and Emir 
Action on Daniele to organize it 
 
Action on Daniele to  understand at OTAG if  this is needed for 
ARC CEs and discuss again multiple endpoint at the next jra1 
 

complete discussion offline with Marian on multiple endpoints – 
action on Marian to evaluate effort and analyze the use case 
 

ggus should discuss the change of the old endpoint of wlcg - 
discuss with emir (action on GGUS) 
 


